Sales and Distribution for an Engineering Company
Business Overview
The client is a large manufacturer of L.V. AND H.V electrical components like Switchgears,
Contactors, Air Circuit Breakers and MCCB’s. The direct sales to Stockists are handled
through 20 branch offices across the country. Manufacturing of these products is done in 3
plants, which are also 3 separate legal entities. Each unit manufactures mutually exclusive
items. Some products are also imported and sold without any value addition or modification.
The customer or dealer places an order on to the branch office or regional office. The
branches are well versed with the various products of the three group companies and
segregate the orders with respect to the items manufactured by the three companies. If case
they have not done so, the branch office separates the orders. The branch office generates
an order number using a predefined serial number, which indicates the region, territory and
the company on which the order is placed. The branch office forwards this order to the
Marketing Office.
The head office, after giving the order a techno commercial clearance prepares a dispatch
advice for the plant and at the same time sends an order acknowledgement back to the
branch office. The dispatch order is sent to the plant. The plant verifies the stock position and
if they do not have the necessary items, send a requisition for manufacturing the required
items. They are then dispatched with all necessary documents to the customer. A copy of
the invoice is sent to the Head office and another copy to the branch office. The branch office
follows up for the payment and forwards the same to the marketing office.
On a regular basis the details of the invoices issued are sent by the plant on a floppy, to the
marketing department, which is then uploaded into the system by the systems department.
These details are then forwarded to the finance department. The finance department
prepares the sales vouchers based upon these invoices into the FA system. These are now
used to prepare the MIS reports..
Overall Setup implemented
Reckoner was installed at the HO. A leased line to the internet with a fixed IP address was
connected to this server. Using RF modems, the 3 plants and the Central Office was brought
into a VPN. For the branches, a Branch kiosk was provided. Each branch would have its own
unique id and password. Customers under its territory would be automatically linked to it.
Branch was restricted from viewing details of any customers not under its territory. The
branches would require a dial up internet connection to connect to the main server. Different
order types were defined for each unit and further segregated on the basis of special invoicing
requirements. Branches would connect and place their orders directly on the internet.
Problems and Suggestions
1. Discrepancy in availability of goods and their dispatch: Branches do not have any idea of
the current stock position of the finished goods. They are only able to give approximate
delivery dates to the customer and these tentative dates may be really off the mark. As
competition increased in this industry, customers were not willing to wait for too long and
wanted firm commitments. If the order were not delivered on time, often they would
refuse to accept the delivery and cancelled the order.
Finished goods from production were required to be entered into Reckoner as a standard
process. Since material issue is also a mandatory process, everytime a despatch
document was posted, the stock would reduce. This meant that the current stock position
was completely accurate. At the time of placing the order, a provision was made by
which the branches would automatically be able to view the current stock position of each
product for which they were placing the order. In addition the plants were asked to give

an estimated date for delivery of each product type. This date was a tentative date but
would be reasonably accurate. When the branches placed the order, Reckoner based on
the product type would automatically enter this date into the order. However, Reckoner
did not restrict delivery against the order earlier than this date.
2. Discrepancy in the goods ordered and delivered: Despatch advices had to be manually
created against each order. The problem in this data entry was that the wrong items
would be entered at this time. Since the plant was only considering the despatch
document, the wrong items would get delivered which the customer would refuse to
accept.
This was easily solved. Reckoner is a completely integrated system. For sales the only
document that ever needs to be entered is the Sales Order. Reckoner prepares the
delivery schedule for pending orders and partially despatched orders. These despatch
advices would be generated from the order and do not allow removal or modification of
any item within this document. The process control is established by ensuring that
modifications can only be done in the Sales Order by means of Order revision.
3. Tracking the change in price of goods: The organisation had over 8000 products.
Searching for these products on web pages was time consuming. Entering the prices for
each product meant that they had to refer to the catalogue and enter the price.
Sometimes the price had changed but the reference was still the old catalogue. This
meant that for the same product, at the same time, the Marketing Office would be
receiving orders at different prices. More often than not, these orders were executed
since no one could remember the actual price of one product among 8000 products in
any case. This also gave an incorrect picture of the average discount report in the MIS.
A special entry screen was provided called the ‘Entry Form method’. Branch engineers
were familiar with the codes of each product. They would enter the first few letters of each
code for all products on the single screen. The branch kiosk screen would retrieve
products, which match the typed letters. If it found a complete match, it would bring the
product, else it would bring the nearest 20 matches and display them in a drop down.
Prices for each product as well as the associated charges would be automatically picked
up from the price list defined in Reckoner. Any changes in the price list would be entered
at the Marketing Office or Plant and these would would again be reflected in the Sales
order document at the branch level.
Note: The entry form method was also provided for the Finished Goods Receipt from
Production.

4. Production requirement for the plants: The plants had over a period of time moved from
the ‘Made to Stock’ strategy to ‘Made to Order’. For this they needed to know what to
manufacture, by when and the quantities. Also since most of the products could be
produced in a minimum economic quantity, they also wanted to know the projected sales
quantities.
A report was given which would take into account all orders (posted and pending). This
report would list out the requirement for each product on a daily basis for the next 11 days
and a consolidated figure over the 11 days. The report would also take into account the
current Free Stock, calculate and indicate the shortfall in quantity. One problem that we
did have was that this report was to run over a bandwidth of 64 KBPS (the RF link) and it
was a complicated report bringing out a huge amount of data. However, this was
successfully achieved.
In addition to this report, a similar report was prepared to list out details of pending
despatch advices.

5. Payment collection: The branches collected the payment from the customers and
deposited in a local bank or sent it to the Marketing Office. They would enter the details of
the cheque in a payment slip and send it to the Marketing Office. If the payment was
made before the credit period expired, the branches were authorised to give a cash
discount to the customer. The credit period would start from the date by which the
customer was informed about the confirmed despatch of his order. There would always
be a dispute on this date between the customer, the branch office and the marketing
office. Also reconciliation of the payment advices, cheques and their credit to the bank
was always a very problematic issue. A customer could make a consolidated payment,
which would consist of part payments against various invoices. Branches knew about the
adjustment but the accounts department did not and they would spend days in reconciling
the accounts for a single customer.
The despatch was authorised by the plant on Reckoner. The invoice was also generated
from Reckoner. This information would be available online to the branches which meant
that there was no delay in communicating the despatch details. The branch would take a
printout of the invoice and give it to the customer as a proforma to indicate the start of the
credit period. Customers were also given an additional credit period of 3 days to get their
cooperation in accepting this process.
Against the invoice, Reckoner automatically generates the sales vouchers. The Branches
would enter their kiosk and select the customer. All outstanding sales vouchers for the
customer would be displayed online. The branch would enter the amount against each
voucher that the customer was paying and were also allowed to enter the Cash Discount,
if any, against each voucher. This process automatically generated the bank Payment
Voucher. Branches did not need to know any of the debit accounts and were relieved of
any of the accounting problems. However, this voucher would still not be posted in the
GL. When the cheque was credited to the account, the accounts department would post
the Bank Payment Voucher.
6. Account statements for the customer: Branches did not have accounting details of any
customer. If a dispute arose, or if the customer wanted his account statement, branch
would have to follow up with the accounts department to get their customer’s account
statement. This could take days. Also since information was all offline, virtually every
account statement was disputed, even if it was correct.
This was again easily solved. Account statements of each customer were available
online with the branches. The branches would simply take a printout and send a copy to
the Customer. The information would always be accurate.
NOTE:
1. In this case study, although the customer is an engineering company, we have only
discussed their Sales and Distribution Process, since this was the major bottleneck.
2. There were other issues related to Sales and other functional areas as well. However, we
are mentioning only a few of the main issues.
3. Information in the system was kept confidential and secure. No branch would be able to
view details of other branches or any other customer except the ones, which are attached
with it. The organisation did not want its branches to compete with each other on the
basis of special discounts given under some circumstances.
4. No implementation was required at the branches. The branch personnel were trained for
a few hours when they came to the HO for their quarterly review meeting. They started
entering their orders 2 days after their training.
5. Branches did not require to upgrade any hardware or software.

6. All reports required by the branches were also incorporated into the branch kiosk for their
reference. For judging the branch performance, all information for the Marketing Office
was available online in any case.
7. A special kiosk was also made which was called the Marketing Office Kiosk. This would
make available online all orders placed by all branches against all units and the status of
each order, despatch and invoice.
8. A tremendous amount of reports are available in Reckoner. However for specific reports
and to do a ‘What if ‘ Analysis, MIS was also made available through Pivot Tables in
Microsoft Excel
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